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Abstract. We present a system of coordinates deriving directly from the so-called Geodesic
Light-Cone (GLC) coordinates and made of two null scalars intersecting on a 2-dimensional
sphere parameterized by two constant angles along geodesics. These coordinates are shown to
be equivalent to the well-known double-null coordinates. As GLC, they present interesting
properties for cosmology and astrophysics. We discuss this latter topic for static black holes,
showing simple descriptions for the metric or particles and photons trajectories. We also
briefly comment on the time of flight of ultra-relativistic particles.
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1 Introduction
Physical coordinates have a long history in cosmology, from Temple’s “optical co-ordinates”
derived in 1938 [1], for which the initial motivation consisted in introducing “some new
systems of normal co-ordinates which are especially adapted to the discussion of problems of
astronomical optics”, to Saunders’ “observational coordinates” in 1968 [2, 3] and their revival
with Maartens’ work in 1980 [4, 5] (which led to applications in cosmography [6]), we can
say that the idea of using physical coordinates directly related to observable quantities has
been a source of concern for quite some time in the scientific community. Astrophysics and
cosmology are indeed two fields for which our local observer position is complexifying our
understanding of the physics. On the other hand, if one wants to address questions without
relying on strong philosophical assumptions (such as the cosmological principle), the use of
observation-adapted systems of coordinates can be a very good alternative.
The recent years have not been without efforts toward the goal of using coordinates
directly adapted to what we measure. Observation-adapted schemes have been employed
in simulations [7, 8] in order to apply the “observational cosmology programme” [6] in
the restricted spherically symmetric dust universe case. Independently from observational
motivations, the so-called geodesic light-cone (GLC) coordinates [9] were first introduced
in the context of the averaging problem in cosmology [10–15]. They were nevertheless later
employed to address tangible issues in cosmology, such as computing the effect of the large
scale structure on the luminosity distance-redshift relation [16–21], number counts of galaxies
[22], lensing [23, 24], and the propagation of ultra-relativistic particles [25]. It was also tested
on toy models such as the Lemaˆıtre-Tolman-Bondi [24] and Bianchi I spacetimes [26].
We propose in the present paper another system of coordinates, close to the GLC
coordinates but now using two null-like coordinates instead of one null and one time-like
coordinates. This system, nicknamed here as “double light cone” (DLC) coordinates for
convenience, shares the same nice properties as GLC. We also show that these coordinates are
equivalent to the “double-null” coordinates of Brady, Droz, Israel and Morsink (1995) (hence
the nickname for DLC, in reference to both double-null and GLC ) [27]. As our system of
coordinates also carries some residual gauge freedoms, we explain how to fix them. This paper
hence adds to the weight of interest for GLC coordinates by showing their compatibility with
double-null coordinates. We also propose an illustration of these coordinates in the spirit of
Temple’s motivational sentence (i.e. for astrophysical objects), describing static black holes
and trajectories around them, and comment on the propagation of ultra-relativistic particles.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 2 we recall facts about GLC coordinates
and their most interesting properties. In Sec. 3 we introduce the “new” double light-cone
coordinates (again renamed for convenience), and study their properties in comparison to the
GLC ones. Sec. 4 is devoted to showing that DLC coordinates are equivalent to the double-null
coordinates and studying their gauge fixing. In Sec. 5 we illustrate these coordinates first by
describing static black holes (Schwarzschild and Reissner-Nordstro¨m), and second, by deriving
particles and photon trajectories around them. We finally comment on the time-of-flight
difference between two ultra-relativistic particles in Sec. 6, draw some conclusions in Sec. 7,
and address some technical points in Apps. A to D.
2 Recalling Geodesic Light-Cone (GLC) coordinates
We give a short introduction to GLC coordinates and present some of their basic properties,
mainly for comparison with the double light-cone coordinates presented in Sec. 3.
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2.1 General definitions
The geodesic light-cone (GLC) coordinates (τ, w, θa) (a = 1, 2) [9] form a system of four
coordinates centered on a fundamental (or “geodesic”) observer worldline. In details, τ is
the proper time of this observer in geodetic motion and w is a null coordinate setting the
past light cones centered on this observer. Finally the angles θa = (θ, φ) are parameterizing
a topological 2-sphere Σ(τ, w) embedded into the intersection of the τ = cst and w = cst
hypersurfaces.
The line element in the GLC coordinates is given by [9, 26]:
ds2GLC = Υ
2dw2 − 2Υdwdτ + γab(dθa − Uadw)(dθb − U bdw) , (2.1)
involving 6 arbitrary functions of τ , w, and θa. These coordinates are hence perfectly general
but contain a residual gauge freedom that can be fixed by simple conditions [23, 26] (see also
Sec. 4.2). The metric and its inverse, in GLC coordinates (τ, w, θa), can thus be written as:
gGLCµν =
 0 −Υ ~0−Υ Υ2 + U2 −Ub
~0T −UTa γab
 , gµνGLC =
 −1 −Υ−1 −U b/Υ−Υ−1 0 ~0
−(Ua)T /Υ ~0T γab
 , (2.2)
where we dropped the tildes on top of angles (as in Ref. [26]) and underlined them, differently
from the notation usually employed in the “GLC literature” (Refs. [9, 16–24]). When needed,
we will denote by θ¯a the homogeneous angles, i.e. the angles in an homogeneous spacetime.
2.2 Interesting properties
There are several advantages of using the GLC coordinates. First they make light propagation
very simple. Indeed, photons propagate with (w, θa) = ~cst and we can define their covariant
4-momentum as kµ = ∂µw, giving the contravariant k
µ = gµνGLCkν = g
µw
GLC = −δµτ /Υ. A direct
consequence is that the geodesic deviation equation becomes trivial in these coordinate:
kν∇νkµ = 0 ⇒ Γµττ =
∂τΥ
Υ
δµτ , (2.3)
which is confirmed from a direct calculation of the Christoffel symbols [23].
This simplicity translates into other quantities. The redshift of a source is for example
given in terms of the metric function Υ:
1 + zs =
Υ(wo, τo, θ
a)
Υ(wo, τs, θ
a)
≡ Υo
Υs
, (2.4)
extending the homogeneous relation 1 + zs = ao/as (a the scale factor) to the inhomogeneous
regime. Similarly, the angular distance to a source located on the observer’s past light cone is:
dA =
γ1/4√
sin θ
with γ ≡ det(γab) = | det(gGLC)|
Υ2
, (2.5)
depending solely on the (source-located) γab part of the metric describing the geometry in
Σ(τ, w). It assumes an homogeneous neighborhood for the observer (see Eq. (2.17) otherwise).
Other advantages of GLC can be found by studying lensing from the viewpoint of the
Jacobi formalism. In that case one starts with the geodesic deviation eq. (GDE) :
∇2λξµ = Rµαβνkαkνξβ with ∇λ ≡ D/dλ ≡ kµ∇µ , (2.6)
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λ an affine parameter along the photon path starting at a source S and ending at an observer
O, and ξµ an orthogonal displacement with respect to the rays led by kµ. We project the
GDE on the Sachs basis {sˆµA}A=1,2 (two zweibeins with flat index A = 1, 2) satisfying:
gµν sˆ
µ
Asˆ
ν
B = δAB , sˆ
µ
Auµ = 0 , sˆ
µ
Akµ = 0 ,
Πµν∇λsˆνA = 0 with Πµν = δµν − k
µkν
(uαkα)
2 − kµuν+uµkνuαkα . (2.7)
with uµ ≡ ∂µτ the peculiar velocity of the comoving fluid (S and O comoving too), Πµν a
“screen” projector orthogonal to two 4-vectors:
Πµν uµ = 0 , Π
µ
ν nµ = 0 with nµ ≡ uµ + (uαkα)−1 kµ . (2.8)
Figure 1: Illustration of the
Jacobi map formalism in the
presence of a lens. (0, 0) de-
notes the origin of angles in
the sky. We present two neigh-
bor light rays (red and black)
going from S to O. The lens
is in orange.
We define the Jacobi map JAB from the relation between the observed sky angle θ¯
A
o and
the screen displacement ξA ≡ ξµ sˆAµ (see Fig. 1):
ξA(λ) = JAB (λ, λo) θ¯
A
o . (2.9)
Projected quantities ξA and RAB ≡ Rαβνµkαkν sˆβB sˆµA (optical tidal matrix) bring us the Jacobi
equation and its two initial conditions (see e.g. Refs. [23, 28]) :
d2
dλ2
JAB (λ, λo) = R
A
C(λ) J
C
B (λ, λo) , (2.10)
JAB (λo, λo) = 0 and
d
dλJ
A
B (λo, λo) = (k
µuµ)o δ
A
B . (2.11)
The (unlensed or “real”) angular position of the source θ¯As and the observed lensed position
θ¯Ao (of the image) are given by :
θ¯As =
(
ξA/d¯A
)
s
, θ¯Ao =
(
kµ∂µξ
A/kµuµ
)
o
, (2.12)
where d¯A is the angular distance in the homogeneous and isotropic background our model
refers to. This allows us to define the so-called amplification matrix as :
AAB ≡
dθ¯As
dθ¯Bo
=
JAB (λs, λo)
d¯A(λs)
=
(
1− κ− γˆ1 −γˆ2 + ωˆ
−γˆ2 − ωˆ 1− κ+ γˆ1
)
(2.13)
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defining the lensing quantities κ (convergence), ωˆ (vorticity) and |γˆ| ≡√(γˆ1)2 + (γˆ2)2 (shear).
In GLC coordinates, the zweibeins are written as sˆµA = (sˆ
τ
A, 0, sˆ
a
A) and we have uµ ∝
∂µτ = δ
τ
µ leading to u
µ = −δµτ − 1Υδµw − U
a
Υ δ
µ
a (for equality) and kµ = ∂µw leading to
kµ ≡ −Υ−1δµτ . The screen projector can thus be written as:
Πµν = δ
µ
ν − δµτ δτν − δµwδwν − Uaδµa δwν (2.14)
and we notice that the screen projector has no dependence from Υ or γab. Second, the solution
to Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) is :
JAB (λ, λo) = sˆ
A
a (λ)
[
2uτ (γ˙ab)
−1]
o
sˆBb (λo) (2.15)
where (. . .)· ≡ ∂τ (. . .) . The angular distance, given by
dA(λs) =
√
det JAB (λs, λo) , (2.16)
and the magnification µ ≡ 1/(detA), become :
dA =
2uτo(γγo)
1/4√
(det γ˙ab)o
, µ =
(
d¯A
dA
)2
=
Φ
Φ¯
, (2.17)
involving d¯A and Φ (Φ¯) the flux in the in(homogeneous) geometry. The homogeneous distance
can be chosen as d¯A = a(τ)r, with r ≡ w −
∫
dτ/a(τ) measured from the observer (as in
Refs. [9, 16–24]), but that is not the only possible choice (see Ref. [26]). Eq. (2.17) simplifies
to Eq. (2.5) when considering an homogeneous neighborhood for O. 1 Expressions for the
zweibeins can be obtained in the GLC coordinates [24], but it is more convenient to compute
the squared lensing quantities, combined with sˆAa sˆ
A
b = γab and AB sˆ
A
a sˆ
B
b =
√
γ ab ( the
anti-symmetric symbol), to get :(
(1− κ)2 + ωˆ2
γˆ21 + γˆ
2
2
)
=
(
uτo
d¯A
)2([ γ γ˙abγbcγ˙cd(
detab γ˙ab
)2
]
o
γ γad ± 2
√
γ γo(
detab γ˙ab
)
o
)
. (2.18)
Hence all lensing quantities are expressed with only 3 metric functions (of γab), showing the
great advantage of working in GLC coordinates.
3 Introducing Double Light-Cone (DLC) coordinates
Let us consider an observer and his/her worldline Lo in a 4-dimensional Minkowski spacetime.
At any given time, this observer can define a past light cone by the use of one null coordinate
wv and a future light cone with another null coordinates wu. There are several choices that
the observer can do to define these values locally, a possible one is his/her proper time (e.g.
wv = wu = τo [26]) or a function of it. If one considers two surfaces wv = cst and wu = cst
such as Tu (the tip of the wu = cst cone) is in the past of Tv (the tip of the wv = cst cone)
and along Lo, we then have an intersection of the two cones that we can denote as Σ(wu, wv),
a topological sphere on which we can define two angular coordinates θa (a = 1, 2). This is
true unless the null (past and future) cones have some caustics, which is not considered here.
1One should be careful though with the fact that both dA’s numerator and denominator in Eq. (2.17) go to
zero on the observer worldline (e.g. for r → 0 above). In the practical case of a perturbed FLRW geometry
described by the Newtonian gauge (see App. B), we find that γ1/4 = ar(sin θ)1/2 and γ
1/4
o /
√
(det γ˙ab)o =
(sin θo)
−1/2/2. The observer angle being homogeneous (θ ≡ θo), we get back Eq. (2.17) at zeroth order near
the observer. If first order corrections affect the observer, Eq. (2.5) is corrected with first order terms [23, 29].
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3.1 Metric form
Let us temporarily call xµ ≡ (τ, w, θa) the GLC coordinates and call yµ ≡ (wu, wv, θa) the
new system of coordinates that we wish to satisfy the above-mentioned properties. Hence
we shall now refer to these coordinates as double light-cone (DLC) coordinates. The general
transformation of coordinates between them is given by the relation:
gDLCµν (y) =
∂xα
∂yµ
∂xβ
∂yν
gGLCαβ (x) . (3.1)
We choose to impose w = wv as we want the DLC past light cone to match with the GLC one
2,
so ∂w/∂wv = 1. We also want the new coordinate wu to be independent from wv and thus
require that ∂w/∂wu = 0. Because in GLC we have θ
a independent from w, we also impose
∂θa/∂wv = 0. This being said, one finds that the DLC metric has the following components:
gDLCwuwu = γab
∂θa
∂wu
∂θb
∂wu
,
gDLCwvwv = (Υ
2 + U2)− 2Υ ∂τ∂wv ,
gDLCwuwv = −Υ ∂τ∂wu − Ua
∂θa
∂wu
,
gDLCwua = γbc
∂θb
∂wu
∂θc
∂θa ,
gDLCwva = −Υ
(
∂τ
∂wv
∂w
∂θa +
∂τ
∂θa
)
+ (Υ2 + U2) ∂w∂θa − Ub ∂θ
b
∂θa ,
gDLCab = −2Υ
(
∂τ
∂θa
∂w
∂θb
+ ∂w∂θa
∂τ
∂θb
)
+ (Υ2 + U2) ∂w∂θa
∂w
∂θb
−2Uc
(
∂w
∂θa
∂θc
∂θb
+ ∂θ
c
∂θa
∂w
∂θb
)
+ γcd
∂θc
∂θa
∂θd
∂θb
.
(3.2)
We can further ask that light rays are independent from the future light-cone coordinate wu.
This translates into ∂θa/∂wu = 0 and thus gives:
gDLCµν =
 0 gDLCwuwv ~0gDLCwuwv gDLCwvwv gDLCwva
~0T (gDLCwva )
T gDLCab
 where { gDLCwuwv = −Υ ∂τ∂wu ,
gDLCwvwv = (Υ
2 + U2)− 2Υ ∂τ∂wv ,
(3.3)
and the angular components gDLCwva and g
DLC
ab are unchanged with respect to Eq. (3.2). Imposing
now that the angles in DLC are equal to the ones of GLC (as it is allowed by the residual
gauge freedom on Σ(wu, wv), see Sec. 4.2), we have ∂θ
a/∂θb ≡ δab and we further impose that
∂w/∂θa = 0 to get:
gDLCab = γab , g
DLC
wva = −Ua −Υ
∂τ
∂θa
≡ −U˜a . (3.4)
Taking the inverse of gDLCµν we obtain:
gµνDLC =
 gwuwuDLC −2/Υ˜2 −2U˜ b/Υ˜2−2/Υ˜2 0 ~0
−2(U˜a)T /Υ˜2 ~0T γab
 , (3.5)
where we have introduced U˜a and Υ˜ such that:
U˜a ≡ γabU˜b = Ua + Υγab ∂τ
∂θb
, Υ˜ =
√
2Υ
∂τ
∂wu
. (3.6)
2Actually the choice wv = w is also a convenient choice avoiding unnecessary complications. One could for
example take a modified GLC system of coordinates, spanned by τ and future light cones w = cst, and then
identify wu with w. We choose to stay as close as possible to GLC in our definition of DLC coordinates.
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We can also verify that:
gwuwuDLC =
4
Υ˜4
[
2ΥUa
∂τ
∂θa
+ Υ2γab
∂τ
∂θa
∂τ
∂θb
+ 2Υ
∂τ
∂wv
−Υ2
]
(3.7)
and we can see from Eq. (3.5) that the only condition to make wu null is given by g
wuwu
DLC = 0.
This condition and the definition of Υ˜ are equivalent to the following conditions on τ :
∂τ
∂wu
=
Υ˜2
2Υ
,
∂τ
∂wv
=
Υ
2
− U˜a ∂τ
∂θa
+
Υ
2
γab
∂τ
∂θa
∂τ
∂θb
. (3.8)
As we can see these conditions are not trivial and they define Υ˜ and U˜a in a particular way.
Once they are satisfied, we get the inverse metric:
gµνDLC =
 0 −2/Υ˜2 −2U˜ b/Υ˜2−2/Υ˜2 0 ~0
−2(U˜a)T /Υ˜2 ~0T γab
 , (3.9)
and the direct metric is:
gDLCµν =
 0 −Υ˜2/2 ~0−Υ˜2/2 U˜2 −U˜b
~0T −U˜Ta γab
 , (3.10)
where we can appreciate the separation of Υ˜2 and U˜2 in comparison with GLC. It is also
important to notice that Υ and Ua disappeared from the metric, being replaced only by Υ˜
and U˜a. The line element in DLC coordinates (wu, wv, θ
a) has the following form:
ds2DLC = −Υ˜2dwudwv + γab(dθa − U˜adwv)(dθb − U˜ bdwv) , (3.11)
where we can notice that dθa and Υ˜ (as well as Υ) are dimensionless quantities, dwu and dwv
have dimension of a distance (assuming the speed of light c = 1), while γab has the dimension
of a squared distance and Ua an inverse distance.
To summarize, we have computed here the DLC metric from the GLC one, introducing
simplifying relations along the way until a double null coordinate formulation was reached. A
different derivation, based on the transformation of coordinates, is also possible. We show this
derivation in App. A.1 and find that the two approaches are equivalent. More importantly,
we can show that wu has a well defined expression in terms of GLC coordinates, and thus that
GLC and DLC coordinates are perfectly consistent with each other. This derivation, made
order by order in a perturbed FLRW geometry, is slightly technical and hence reported in App.
A.2. We also sketch the perturbative transformation of coordinates in the Newtonian gauge in
App. B. Finally, we found here that the DLC coordinates replace the geodesic-observer proper
time τ of GLC coordinates (see Fig. 2a) by a null coordinate wu, having for consequence to
redefine the functions Υ into Υ˜ and Ua into U˜a. As for the other quantities – γab, w ≡ wv
and θa – they keep the same exact definitions between the two sets of coordinates. Finally,
the wv = cst and wu = cst hypersurfaces respectively correspond to the past and future light
cones intersecting on the 2-sphere Σ(wu, wv), as illustrated in Fig. 2b.
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(a) GLC coordinates τ, w, θa. The curve Lo
is the observer’s worldline. k represents the
photon momentum and u the peculiar velocity
of a source at event position E.
(b) DLC coordinates wu, wv, θ
a.
Figure 2: Illustration of GLC (left) and DLC (right) coordinates.
3.2 Simple quantities
We can now derive simple physical quantities directly from these new coordinates, in order to
make use of them later. The photon momentum 4-vector, for example, is defined as:
kµ ≡ ∂µwv = δwvµ ⇒ kµ = −
2
Υ˜2
δµwu , (3.12)
while the observer velocity, defined as in GLC coordinates uµ ≡ ∂µτ and using Eqs. (3.6) and
(3.8), is found to be:
uµ ≡ Υ˜
2
2Υ
δwuµ +
(
−U˜2 + (Υ2 + U2)
2Υ
)
δwvµ +
(
U˜a − Ua
Υ
)
δaµ . (3.13)
This implies that:
uµ = − Υ
Υ˜2
[
1 +
(U˜a − Ua)(U˜a − Ua)
Υ2
]
δµwu −
1
Υ
δµwv −
Ua
Υ
δµa , (3.14)
where we can see that the components uwv and ua are identical to GLC. It is interesting to
notice that because the observer peculiar velocity is here defined from the GLC coordinates
condition uµ ≡ ∂µτ , its explicit form in DLC coordinates depends on both GLC and DLC
functions Υ, Υ˜, Ua, and U˜a. Also, τ having the dimension of a distance, we see that uwu and
uwv are dimensionless while ua has the dimension of a distance. The photon momentum and
the observer 4-velocity lead to the product kµu
µ = −1/Υ and the redshift expression:
1 + zs ≡ (kµu
µ)s
(kµuµ)o
=
Υo
Υs
(3.15)
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where o and s denote an observer O (i.e. not redshifted) and a source S belonging to the
same past null ray. One can notice that Υ˜ has disappeared from kµu
µ, hence the result, to
give an expression identical to the one in GLC.
3.3 Extra physical relations
From the last subsection we can see that the null geodesic equation is non-trivial only for
µ = wu and gives:
kν∇νkµ ≡ kν∂νkµ + Γµαβkαkβ = 0 ⇒ Γµwuwu = 2
∂wuΥ˜
Υ˜
δµwu . (3.16)
This is an interesting relation that we can check by a direct computation of the Christoffel
symbols, as presented in App. C. On the other hand, in GLC we have τ which stands as
the proper time of the observer defining a geodesic flow. We can conserve this property by
imposing some conditions between the GLC and DLC metric functions. Indeed, the geodesic
flow is defined by gττGLC = −1, thus:
uν∇νuµ = 0 , (3.17)
and using Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) we find the following evolution equations to be satisfied:
∇ˆΥ˜ = Υ˜
2Υ
∇ˆΥ , ∇ˆU˜a = ∇ˆUa , ∇ˆ(U˜2 − U2) =
[
U˜2 − U2 + Υ(2−Υ)
]
∇ˆΥ , (3.18)
with:
∇ˆ ≡
(
Υ
Υ˜
)2 [
1 +
(U˜a − Ua)(U˜a − Ua)
Υ2
]
∇wu +∇wv + Ua∇a . (3.19)
Finally, if we require the null energy condition to be satisfied by Einstein equations [30], we
have:
Tµνk
µkν ≥ 0 ⇔ Rµνkµkν ≥ 0 ⇔ Rwuwu ≥ 0 . (3.20)
The component Rwuwu , expressed in DLC coordinates, is shown in Appendix C.
3.4 Sachs vectors
With a view on lensing, one can introduce the Sachs basis defined in Eq. (2.7) and show that
the explicit expression of the screen projector Πµν in DLC coordinates is:
Πµν = δ
µ
ν − δµwuδwuν − δµwvδwvν + 2
(U˜a − Ua)Ua
Υ˜2
δµwuδ
wv
ν − 2
U˜a − Ua
Υ˜2
δµwuδ
a
ν − Uaδµa δwvν . (3.21)
It is interesting to notice that in DLC coordinates the screen projector relies mostly on its
angular part and the metric functions Ua and U˜a. It also has a very simple expression when
U˜a = Ua = 0, as it is for a spherically symmetric case. We can check explicitly from Eqs.
(3.12), (3.13) and (3.14) that:
Πµν ⊥ kµ and kν , Πµν ⊥ uµ and uν , (3.22)
or any of their combinations. This is an interesting property revealing that the screen projector
is orthogonal to the photon momentum and the geodesic observer peculiar velocity, as expected
for such a quantity.
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Writing down the conditions of Eq. (2.7), we find the relations satisfied by the Sachs
vectors:
sˆwuA = −2
(
U˜a − Ua
Υ˜2
)
sˆaA , sˆ
wv
A = 0 , γabsˆ
a
Asˆ
b
B = δAB , ∇λsˆaA = 0 , (3.23)
with λ and affine parameter along the photon light ray. Because sˆµA are defined orthogonal to
kµ, they define a screen for the future light rays that the observer can emit. And as sˆ
a
A are
constant over the propagation, for which λ = wv is also a possible choice, we have that the
evolution of sˆwuA is only determined by (U˜
a−Ua)/Υ˜2. On the other hand, the covariant Sachs
vector sˆAµ = g
DLC
µν sˆ
ν
A is orthogonal to k
µ and thus defines a screen for past light rays received
by the observer, for which we can choose λ = wu (like in Fig. 1). We have the components:
sˆAwu = 0 , sˆ
A
wv = −
Υ˜2
2
sˆwuA − U˜asˆaA , sˆAa = γab sˆbA . (3.24)
Let us notice finally that for U˜a = Ua we get that the Sachs vectors sˆµA are only expressed
in terms of their angular components and are hence constant between the different spheres
embedded in the past and future light cones. This is also true for sˆAµ when the extra condition
U˜a = 0 is imposed (as it is for a spherically symmetric geometry). These properties indicate
that DLC coordinates may be better adapted than GLC for some specific physical applications.
3.5 Lensing quantities
No significant changes happen for lensing quantities when we use the DLC coordinates. Indeed,
the Jacobi map formalism leading to their expression does not depend on a particular system
of coordinates [24]. On the other hand, the Jacobi map of Eq. (2.10) does depend on an affine
parameter λ. This affine parameter can be chosen in different ways3, but one can show that
λ = ατ + β with α 6= 0. Hence we obtain the lensing quantities following the same procedure
as before, using the definition of the amplification matrix given in Eq. (2.13) with the Jacobi
map that did not change (still given by Eq. (2.15)), and we get exactly like in GLC that the
lensing quantities are given by Eq. (2.18). Nevertheless, we should recall that γab = sˆ
A
a sˆ
A
b and
the zweibeins take a different form in DLC coordinates with respect to GLC, so calculations
may be simpler in some specific cases if we employ DLC coordinates.
4 Double-null coordinates and gauge fixing
Here we compare the DLC coordinates with the well-known double-null coordinates of Ref.
[27], describing the (2+2)-splitting of a 4-dimensional spacetime in terms of two null-like
hypersurfaces and two spacelike surfaces at their intersections. In the DLC case, we have the
two null hypersurfaces corresponding respectively to the past and future light cones centered
on the observer worldline, denoted by wA = (wu, wv). We then shortly address the extra
gauge fixing conditions that can be imposed to the DLC coordinates.
4.1 DLC coordinates are double-null coordinates
According to Ref. [27] we can define generators `(A) (A = 0, 1) for the two null hypersurfaces
VA defined by wA = cst. These 4-vectors are proportional to the gradient of wA and can be
3Note that Refs. [9, 16–19] are taking λ = −τ while Ref. [24] is using λ = τ .
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defined as4:
`(A)α = e
λ¯∂αw
A , (4.1)
which, associated with gαβ∂αw
A∂βw
B = e−λ¯ηAB, give the relation:
`(A) · `(B) = gαβηAC`(C)α `(B)β = eλ¯δBA , (4.2)
with ηAB ≡ anti-diag(−1,−1). For DLC, i.e. with gαβ = gαβDLC, we easily find that:
λ¯ = ln
(
Υ˜2/2
)
, (4.3)
and we can show that:
`α(1) = δ
α
wu , `
α
(2) = δ
α
wv + U˜
aδαa . (4.4)
The other two vectors tangent to any embedded spatial surface Σ at the intersection of
V0 and V1 can be chosen as eα(a) = δαa (a = 2, 3). These vectors satisfy the relations
gDLCab ≡ γab = e(a) ·e(b) (metric inside Σ) and `(A) ·e(a) = 0 ∀A = 0, 1 ; a = 2, 3 (orthogonality
with the null hypersurface generators), as expected.
In general, the foliation of the 4-dimensional spacetime is given by an embedding relation
xα = xα(wA, θa), here we chose the DLC embedding which is trivially xα = (wA, θa). This
choice breaks the manifest 4- and 2-dimensional covariance of the equations but guarantees
that angles remain constant along both sets of generators `(A). With these simple quantities
within our hands, we can derive the line element in the double-null coordinates xα and
compare it to the DLC one. Indeed, using the DLC metric and the relation:
dxα = `α(A)dw
A + (saAdw
A + dθa)eα(a) , (4.5)
in which we introduced the shift vector saA (see Ref. [27]), we get:
dx0 = dwu , dx
1 = dwv , dx
a = sawudwu + (s
a
wv + U˜
a)dwv + dθ
a , (4.6)
and these total derivatives can be used in ds2 = gDLCαβ dx
αdxβ to bring the identities:
sawu = 0 , s
a
wv = −U˜a . (4.7)
This shows that the DLC metric functions U˜a can be interpreted as a shift vector in the (2+2)
decomposition.
Reasoning only in the double-null coordinates system, we find from the orthonormality
conditions of `(A) and e(a) that:
gαβ = e
−ληAB`(A)α `
(B)
β + gabe
(a)
α e
(b)
β . (4.8)
Combined with Eq. (4.5), this leads to the line element in the double-null coordinates:
ds2 = gαβdx
αdxβ = eληABdw
AdwB + gab(dθ
a + saAdw
A)(dθb + sbBdw
B) , (4.9)
which directly gives the DLC line element of Eq. (3.11) once we use Eqs. (4.3), (4.7), and
gab = γab. This shows that the DLC coordinates correspond to a gauge fixing of the double-null
coordinates. More generally, we have proved that GLC coordinates are compatible with the
well-known double-null coordinates under the simple transformation of Sec. 3.1.
4The factor eλ¯ is used instead of eλ, as in Ref. [27], for the simple reason that λ already denotes our affine
parameter along null trajectories. Similarly, we replaced the null coordinates uA of Ref. [27] by our wA.
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4.2 Gauge fixing of DLC coordinates
The DLC coordinates are general and gauge fixed from the six metric functions composing
it. Nevertheless, some residual gauge freedoms remain. We are now going to analyse these
extra gauge freedoms and explain how to fix them. In fact, the derivations presented here are
very close to Sec. 2.3 of Ref. [26], due to the fact that (wv, θ
a) in DLC directly translate into
(w, θa) in GLC coordinates. Hence wu plays in calculations almost the same role as τ .
Relabeling light cones: The GLC metric is invariant under the relabeling of light cones,
wu → w′u(wu) and wv → w′v(wv), assuming the metric functions Υ˜ and U˜a transform as:
Υ˜→ Υ˜′ = Υ˜
√
dwu
dw′u
dwv
dw′v
, U˜a → U˜ ′a = U˜a
dwv
dw′v
. (4.10)
The dependence on both null coordinates for Υ˜ is justified from the different role played by Υ˜
with respect to Υ (whose transformation in GLC only depends on w), and we can understand
this difference by looking at Eqs. (3.8). As in GLC we can use this gauge freedom to fix a
condition on the observer, namely Υ˜(Lo) = 1. By analogy, once this gauge fixing is done we
can say that we are working in the temporal gauge (see remark after though).
Relabeling light rays: Light rays can also be relabeled when going from one sphere
Σ(wu, wv) to another Σ(w
′
u, w
′
v). According to the choice made in defining the DLC coordinates,
namely that the angular part of the metric is only related to the past light-cone coordinate
wv, such a relabeling is equivalent to the transformation θ
a → ϕa(wv, θa) and the DLC metric
is invariant if γab and U˜a follow the transformation:
γab → γ′ab = γcd∂cϕa∂dϕb , U˜a → U˜ ′a = U˜ c∂cϕa − ∂wvϕa . (4.11)
The check of this invariance is exactly the same as in GLC as wu does not play a role in it.
We can thus use it like in GLC, imposing U˜a(Lo) = 0, hence defining the photocomoving
gauge. The further requirements that θa are regular spherical angles at the observer and that
the observer is non-rotating give the already GLC-defined non-rotating observational gauge.
Reparameterizing light rays: We have already derived the photon covariant momentum
kµ = δ
wv
µ and its contravariant form k
µ = −(2/Υ˜2)δµwu . Assuming a more general form
kµ = kwv(∂µwv) and k
µ ∝ δµwu , we can show that the geodesic equation kν∇νkµ = 0
imposes ∂wukwv = 0 (exactly as ∂τkw = 0 in GLC). In a similar manner, keeping the same
parameterization from one light ray to another leads to ∂akwv = 0. So kwv = kwv(wv)
(isotropic affine parameterization) and we can show that kowv = −ωoΥo as in GLC, with
ωo = −(uµkµ)o the pulsation of the photon evaluated at the observer. This exact similarity
with GLC, despite uµ being now given by Eq. (3.13), is related to g
wvwv
DLC = 0. Imposing the
static affine parameterization, namely that the relation δxµ = kµδλ = −(2kwv/Υ˜2o)δλ δµwu is
independent from wv (here again λ is the affine parameter of photon trajectories), results
in the condition ∂wv
(
kwv/Υ˜
2
o
)
= −(Υo/Υ˜2o) ∂wvωo = 0. We thus have that kwv is a pure
constant that we can set to one as already used in Sec. 3.2 on DLC properties.
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Conformal transformations: Finally the DLC coordinates are also invariant under con-
formal transformations gDLCµν → (gDLCµν )′ = Ω−2gDLCµν , assuming the coordinates and metric
functions change as:
w′u = wu , w′v = wv , (θa)′ = θa , (4.12)
(Υ˜)′ = Ω−1Υ˜ , γ′ab = Ω
−2γab , (U˜a)′ = U˜a . (4.13)
As always, conformal transformations do not affect the photon trajectories.
Remarks on the observer and gauges: It was shown in Ref. [9] that for a geodesic
observer with peculiar velocity nˆµ = −∂µτ ≡ −uµ, the GLC coordinates near the observer
vary as ∆xµ = nˆµ∆τ ≡ −uµ∆τ , where uµ and the variations of coordinates are evaluated on
the observer worldline Lo. Using DLC coordinates and Eq. (3.14), this leads to the relations:
∆wu =
Υo
Υ˜2o
[
1 +
(U˜a − Ua)o(U˜a − Ua)o
Υ2o
]
∆τ , ∆wv =
∆τ
Υo
, ∆θa =
Uao
Υo
∆τ . (4.14)
The first and second equalities are related to the relabeling of light cones and we can notice
that the second and third are identical to the GLC case [9]. If we now require consistency
conditions between GLC and DLC observers, we can impose: Υ˜o = Υo and U˜
a
o = U
a
o . We
then see that the temporal gauge requires Υo = 1 and the photocomoving gauge imposes
Uao = 0 (and so ∆θ
a = 0 as the observer sees isotropy locally). This also means, under these
choices, that ∂wuτ = ∂wvτ on the observer’s worldline (as supported by Eqs. (A.9) to (A.11)).
5 Static black holes in DLC coordinates
Black holes have already been studied within double-null coordinates [31]. We propose here to
study static black holes with DLC coordinates in order to check their consistency, understand
these coordinates better, and show that GLC coordinates can be used for astrophysical objects.
5.1 Static black holes, simple transformation
As an illustrative exercise we can consider a static black hole described by the metric:
ds2stat. = −N2dt2 +N−2dr2 + r2dΩ2 . (5.1)
One can introduce two null-like coordinates (u, v) satisfying the differential relations [32]:
dr = r,udu+ r,vdv , dt =
N2
4
(
−dv
r,u
+
du
r,v
)
. (5.2)
This leads to an equivalent formulation of the line element in terms of double null coordinates:
ds2stat. = −N2dudv + r(u, v)2dΩ2 . (5.3)
To be more explicit we can choose N2 = 1− 2GMr and we have a Schwarschild black hole
metric. As for the two null coordinates u and v, they are then respectively called the ingoing
and outgoing Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates:
u = t− r∗ , v = t+ r∗ , r∗ = r + 2GM ln
(∣∣∣ r
2GM
− 1
∣∣∣) , (5.4)
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and r∗ is the tortoise coordinate. It is then easy to check that Eq. (5.1), with Eq. (5.4), is
indeed giving Eq. (5.3). We can thus compare the form of Eq. (5.3) with the DLC metric of
Eq. (3.11), using that U˜a = 0 in a spherically symmetric case and assuming the light cones to
be centered on r = 0 (the observer’s worldline here is the black hole center’s worldline). The
identification of the diverse metric elements in then obvious, giving:
wu = u , wv = v , θ
a = θ¯a , (5.5)
Υ˜ = NSch. =
√
1− 2GMr(u,v) , U˜a = 0 , γab = r2(u, v)δab , (5.6)
with δab = diag(1, sin
2 θ) in spherical coordinates. Let us finally comment that the explicit
expression of r(u, v) requires to invert the following equality:
r + 2GM ln
(∣∣∣ r
2GM
− 1
∣∣∣) = v − u
2
. (5.7)
The case of a static Reissner-Nordstro¨m (charged) black hole is not more complicated. It
is simply given by another choice of N which is N2 = 1− 2GMr + Q
2
r2
. We thus have a perfect
description of it within the DLC coordinates with:
Υ˜ = NQ =
√
1− 2GM
r(u, v)
+
Q2
r(u, v)2
, U˜a = 0 , γab = r
2(u, v)δab . (5.8)
Though we considered two particular cases here, this identification is correct for any static
black hole, as proved in App. D.
5.2 Redshift for static black holes
One can now present considerations on the observer proper time and redshift. We can show
(see App. D), that Eq. (3.8) for a static black hole simplifies as:
∂wuτ = ∂wvτ =
N
2
and N = N(r(u, v)) . (5.9)
We consider the specific case of a Schwarzschild metric and study the relationship between τ
and t. We have wu = u = t− r∗ and wv = v = t+ r∗ which, combined with Eq. (5.9), lead to:
∂tτ = NSch. , ∂rτ = 0 ⇒ τ = NSch.t =
√
1− 2GM
r
t , (5.10)
and we used here that r and t are two independent coordinates. This relation is well-known
in the literature and it relates the coordinate time t to the proper time τ of a static observer
in geodetic motion. Hence τ is again defining a geodesic flow, like in GLC. We can now give a
look at the redshift in Schwarschild geometry and use kµuµ = −1/Υ ≡ −ω (photon pulsation).
We then directly get the well known relation:
1 + zs =
ωs
ωo
=
(NSch.)o
(NSch.)s
=
√√√√1− 2GMro
1− 2GMrs
. (5.11)
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We can guess easily that this relation holds for any type of static black holes according to the
relations 1 + zs = Υo/Υs and Υ = N . We prove that it is indeed true for any static black
hole in App. D. Hence for the charged black hole we can also write:
1 + zs =
ωs
ωo
=
(NQ)o
(NQ)s
=
√√√√√1− 2GMro + Q2r2o
1− 2GMrs +
Q2
r2s
. (5.12)
This subsection has shown that black holes can be described very conveniently in the DLC
coordinates. We can feel that this must still be true for the general case of rotating black
holes, but the technicality of this more complicated example is left for a future work.
5.3 Trajectories near static black holes
We consider here the trajectories of massive particles and photons around static black holes.
More precisely, we start with the trajectory equations in DLC coordinates but quickly go
back to (t, r, θ, φ) coordinates in order to recover their usual form of Ref. [33]. We also show
for photon trajectories the consequence of the relation kµ = ∂µwv.
5.3.1 Massive particles
Let us start with a relativistic particle of mass m and energy E. One can find the trajectory
of the particle thanks to its energy conservation. We have :
pµp
µ = −m2 , (5.13)
which after considering the DLC metric and its reduced form for static black holes (see Eq.
(5.5)) becomes the trajectory equation:
− Υ˜2pwupwv + γabpapb = −m2 . (5.14)
Using that γab = r
2diag(1, sin2 θ) and the symmetry of the problem that allows us to take
pθ = 0, θ = pi/2 (i.e. working in the equatorial plane), we get that :
γabp
apb =
m2L2
r2
, (5.15)
where L is the particle’s angular momentum defined as L ≡ pφ/m. We thus have:
pwupwv −
(
mL
rΥ˜
)2
=
(
m
Υ˜
)2
. (5.16)
This is a very simple expression for the trajectory of a relativistic particle that we can relate
to the usual one expressed in terms of (t, r, θ, φ) coordinates of the static black hole metric.
Indeed, the first two components of the particle’s momentum can be written as:
pwu = m
dwu
dt˜
, pwv = m
dwv
dt˜
, (5.17)
with t˜ the proper time of the particle along the trajectory, and using the transformation of
coordinates presented in Eq. (5.4) we can show (for r > 2GM) that they are equivalent to:
pwu =
m
N2
(
E − dr(t˜)
dt˜
)
, pwv =
m
N2
(
E +
dr(t˜)
dt˜
)
. (5.18)
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The energy E is given by E = N2dt/dt˜ as pt ≡ m dt/dt˜ and E ≡ −pt/m (i.e. E is related to
the 0th component of the momentum in (t, r, θ, φ) coordinates). These results are true for a
Schwarzschild black hole as well as any static black hole. It is thus possible to simplify our
trajectory using Υ˜ = N and get:(
dr(t˜)
dt˜
)2
−
(
E2 −N2
(
1 +
L2
r2
))
= 0 . (5.19)
We can then analyse the particle’s trajectories by studying the sign of the second term of Eq.
(5.19), as done in Ref. [33] with the same exact equation.
5.3.2 Massless particles
Let us now consider the case of a massless particle, like a photon. We can first consider the
energy conservation given by kµk
µ = 0 in DLC coordinates (wu, wv, θ
a). This reads, according
to Eq. (5.5) in the case of a static black hole:
− Υ˜2kwukwv + γabkakb = 0 , (5.20)
and we can replace Υ˜ by N . We notice now from Eq. (3.12) that kwu = −2/N2 and kwv = 0,
hence we get the relation on the angular part of the photon momentum:
γabk
akb = 0 . (5.21)
This means that photons propagate orthogonally to the surface Σ(θ, φ). It also means from
the expression of kµ that kθ = kφ = 0, i.e. the photon trajectory is trivial in DLC coordinates
(a property shared with GLC coordinates), reducing simply to the following equation:
kwu ≡ dwu
dλ
= − 2
Υ˜2
⇒ dwu
dλ
= − 2
N(wu, wv)2
, (5.22)
which a priori involves the explicit expression of r(wu, wv) to be solved. One can, on the other
hand, come back on (t, r, θ, φ) coordinates. For that we use Eq. (D.8) which is valid for any
static black hole, remark that E = N2dt/dλ, and we get:
kwv : dtdλ +N
−2 dr
dλ = 0 ⇔ drdλ = −E (5.23)
kwu : dtdλ −N−2 drdλ = N−2
(
E − drdλ
)
= − 2
N2
⇔ drdλ = 2 + E . (5.24)
This directly leads to E = −1 that we interpret as the consequence from the fact that kµ is a
4-vector pointing to the past. This also means that dr/dλ = 1 and thus λ grows when we
are going away from the observer. For incoming photons we have λ growing, r decreasing
to zero, and E > 0, as physically expected. We can finally remark that this equation of
motion is purely radial and it does not capture all the possible photon trajectories. This
is explained from the fact that kµ is here defining constant angular coordinates and null
trajectories observed by the observer on his/her past light cone.
Let us alleviate this assumption and consider the most general photon momentum
in DLC coordinates in order to derive all the possible photon trajectories. We thus have
k˜µ = (k˜wu , k˜wv , k˜θ, k˜φ) and the condition k˜µk˜
µ = 0 is:
−N2k˜wu k˜wv + r2(k˜θ)2 + r2 sin2 θ(k˜φ)2 = 0 . (5.25)
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From the symmetry of the problem we can place ourselves in the equatorial plane, taking
k˜θ = 0 and θ = pi/2. The equation above hence becomes:
k˜wu k˜wv − r
2
N2
(k˜φ)2 = 0 . (5.26)
We also have (in analogy with Eq. (5.18)):
k˜wu =
1
N2
(
E − dr(λ)
dλ
)
, k˜wv =
1
N2
(
E +
dr(λ)
dλ
)
, (5.27)
where λ is the affine parameter describing the photon trajectory and we have used that
dt/dλ = N−2E. We thus get the well known photon trajectory in the (t, r, θ, φ) coordinates
after defining the photon momentum L such that L = k˜φ (hence r
2 sin2 θ (k˜φ)2 = L2/(r2 sin2 θ)
simplified by θ = pi/2), reading:(
dr(λ)
dλ
)2
+
(
−E2 + N
2L2
r2
)
= 0 . (5.28)
This relation is valid for any static black hole and well known in the literature [33]. We can
finally notice that Eq. (5.28) gives back Eq. (5.23) after imposing L = 0 (radial trajectory)
and noticing the opposite sign between E and dr/dλ (incoming trajectories for E > 0).
5.3.3 Comment on redshift
Let us do an extra comment here concerning the redshift of photon trajectories. In Sec. 5.2
we derived the expression of the redshift for the photon trajectories defining the angular
coordinates of DLC, i.e. the radial trajectories. We now find for general photon trajectories
(see Sec. 5.3.2) that uµk˜
µ = N2 (k˜
wu + k˜wv) and we can use Eq. (5.27) to get that:
uµk˜
µ =
E
N
⇒ 1 + zs = E/Ns
E/No
=
No
Ns
, (5.29)
as E is a constant of motion fixed at the start of the trajectory and independent from the
source or the observer. We have established the validity of Eqs. (5.11) and (5.12) in this more
general case, showing that the redshift is also independent from the angular momentum L.
6 Comment on ultra-relativistic particles
The geodesic equation was recently considered within the framework of GLC coordinates
[25] (see also Ref. [34]) in order to compute the time-of-flight difference between two ultra-
relativistic (UR) particles. Using DLC coordinates, we can find the mass-shell constraint:
Υ˜2w˙uw˙v + 2Uaw˙v θ˙
a − γabθ˙aθ˙b + . . . = m
2
E2
, (6.1)
where m is the mass of the UR particle and E its energy measured by the observer (at the
origin of the coordinates). The dot-derivative is here taken with respect to the particle’s
proper time t˜. The above expression assumes a hierarchy among the coordinates derivatives:
w˙u ∼ 1 , θ˙a ∼ γ−1 , w˙v ∼ γ−2 , (6.2)
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with γ the Lorentz factor of the UR particle, “. . . ” denoting terms ∼ O(γ−3), and both sides
of Eq. (6.1) are of order γ−2. It is clear from the hierarchy that wu and wv do not have
exactly an equivalent role in DLC coordinates. We can also understand this fact from App.
A.2 where we find wu = −w+2η(τ) at 0th order in perturbations around FLRW while wv = w.
Hence ∂wu/∂τ = 2/a(τ) at this order while ∂wv/∂τ = 0. Using Eq. (6.1) brings the relation:
2w˙v =
(m2/E2) + γabJaJb
(w˙uΥ˜2/2) + U˜aθ˙a
' 2
w˙uΥ˜2
(
m2
E2
+ γabJaJb
)
, (6.3)
where Ja ≡ γacθ˙c and we used that w˙uΥ˜2 ∼ O(1)  U˜aθ˙a ∼ O(γ−1). Considering from
Ref. [25] that τ˙ = Υo/Υ (involving the rescaling of the particle’s proper time t˜) and that
w˙u/τ˙ = ∂wu/∂τ = 2Υ/Υ˜
2 (see e.g. Eq. (A.7)), we see that we can approximate w˙u ∼ 2Υo/Υ˜2
in the equation above. This leads to the expression:
dwv
dwu
=
w˙v
w˙u
' Υ˜
2
2Υ2o
(
m2
E2
+ γabJaJb
)
. (6.4)
Integrating this equation now gives:
(wv)i − (wv)o =
∫ (wu)o
(wu)s
Υ˜2
2Υ2o
(
m2
E2
+ γabJaJb
)
dwu , (6.5)
with i the particle index and we can neglect the γabJaJb contribution in the integral as we are
integrating over the unperturbed geodesic (on which Ja ∼ 0). Using that the time-of-flight
difference between the two UR particle is ∆τ = τ1 − τ2 = Υo [(wv)1 − (wv)2], we get:
∆τ =
(
m21
2E21
− m
2
2
2E22
)∫ (wu)o
(wu)s
Υ˜2(wu, wo, θ
a)
Υo
dwu , (6.6)
with Υo ≡ Υ((wu)o, (wv)o, θao) (see App. A.2 for explicit limits at the observer). We can also
check in the homogeneous case (see e.g. App. B) that the remaining integral simplifies to:∫ (wu)o
(wu)s
Υ˜2(wu, wo, θ
a)
Υo
dwu =
∫ (η−)o
(η−)s
Υ˜2(η−, wo, θa)
Υo(ηo, wo, θao)
dη− =
∫ ηo
ηs
a2(η)
ao
dη , (6.7)
giving back the homogeneous result:
∆τ =
(
m21
2E21
− m
2
2
2E22
)∫ τo
τs
dτ
1 + z(τ)
. (6.8)
We can conclude this section by noticing that the DLC coordinates have given through Eq.
(6.6) an equivalent result to the GLC one. This expression is interesting but does not bring a
real simplification compared to GLC. Nevertheless, it shows that DLC coordinates are also
able to describe particles which are not exactly on the light cone, as long as they are ultra
relativistic particles (hence propagating close to the light cone).
7 Conclusions
We have presented a system of coordinates that we derived directly from the geodesic light-
cone (GLC) coordinates, replacing the proper time of the observer τ with a null coordinate
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wu while keeping the other three coordinates unchanged. We nicknamed these coordinates
Double Light-Cone (DLC) coordinates as they make use of two null coordinates, share many
of the advantages that GLC coordinates possess, and are mathematically equivalent to the
well-known double-null coordinates of Brady et al. [27]. They are thus adapted coordinates
that can be employed in cosmology and for that reason we have attached importance to the
description of their gauge fixing.
In the spirit of adapted coordinates, and recalling the initial motivation of Temple
to describe astrophysical objects, we employed the DLC coordinates to the description of
static black holes. We showed their usefulness, but this is not a surprise considering the
multiple applications of double-null coordinates in this field. Hence our illustration was more
a consistency check for DLC coordinates than a new result. We also showed that they are
convenient to describe massive particle and photon trajectories, and we briefly commented on
the time of flight of ultra-relativistic particles. It would be interesting to extend our analysis
to rotating (Kerr) black holes and see if the DLC coordinates offer any simplification. We
imposed the black hole to be at the center of coordinates in this paper, it would thus be
interesting to see how the description changes when it is placed at a certain distance on our
past light cone. We could also study strong lensing from this black hole [35, 36], as seen from
an observer at the center of coordinates, extending adapted coordinates beyond caustics.
Finally, in this paper we have considered the restricted case of an observer in geodesic
motion in order to stay close to GLC. This imposed to write the peculiar velocity in terms of
GLC metric functions, leading to expressions that were sometimes mixing DLC and GLC
functions. This is not a restriction of DLC coordinates and we believe that they are adapted
to cosmological or astrophysical studies as well as the GLC coordinates. Nevertheless, it is
clear by definition that GLC coordinates are better adapted to a geodesic observer. As for
DLC, they should have the advantage in situations involving light emission and reception,
and hence represent a complementary tool for GLC. As already said, they are equivalent to
the double-null coordinates, up to an eventual residual gauge fixing, and they thus build the
bridge between GLC and double-null coordinates. They are adapted to light propagation and
can be used for black hole calculations. The DLC coordinates may also turn useful for other
applications, such as black hole perturbations or even gravitational wave emissions. Adapted
coordinates are useful and we should continue to develop them.
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A Direct DLC transformation and perturbed FLRW
We first present a direct derivation of the DLC inverse metric elements in terms of GLC
coordinates and show that this approach is equivalent to Sec. 3.1. We then solve the condition
that makes wu to be null, perturbatively and using the method of characteristics.
A.1 General considerations
As mentioned in Sec. 3.1, we can establish the link between GLC and DLC coordinates in
another way. Indeed, taking the inverse relation of Eq. (3.1), namely:
gµνDLC(y) =
∂yµ
∂xα
∂xν
∂xβ
gαβGLC(x) , (A.1)
and assuming the following identities:
wv = w ⇒ ∂wv
∂w
= 1 ,
∂wv
∂τ
=
∂wv
∂θa
= 0 , (A.2)
θa = θa ⇒ ∂θ
a
∂θb
= δab ,
∂θa
∂τ
=
∂θa
∂w
= 0 , (A.3)
we obtain the relations:
gwuwuDLC = −
(
∂wu
∂τ
)2 − 2Υ ∂wu∂τ ∂wu∂w − 2UaΥ ∂wu∂τ ∂wu∂θa + γab ∂wu∂θa ∂wu∂θb , (A.4)
gwvwvDLC = 0 , g
wuwv
DLC = − 1Υ ∂wu∂τ , (A.5)
gwuaDLC = −U
a
Υ
∂wu
∂τ + γ
ab ∂wu
∂θb
, gwvaDLC = 0 , g
ab
DLC = γ
ab . (A.6)
Introducing Υ˜ such that gwuwvDLC = −2/Υ˜2 followed by U˜a such that gwuaDLC = −2U˜a/Υ˜2, we
obtain the expressions of the DLC metric functions:
Υ˜2 = 2Υ
[
∂wu
∂τ
]−1
, U˜a = γabU˜
b = Ua −ΥXa , Xa ≡
[
∂wu
∂θa
] [
∂wu
∂τ
]−1
. (A.7)
These two relations can be employed in gwuwuDLC of Eq. (A.4) to find that:
gwuwuDLC = 0 ⇒
[
∂wu
∂w
] [
∂wu
∂τ
]−1
=
Υ
2
(
γabXaXb − 1
)
− UaXa , (A.8)
as required for our coordinates to be double null. This last relation is a second order partial
differential equation that gives wu in terms of GLC coordinates and metric functions once
solved (see Sec. A.2).
We also find that gwuwuDLC of Eq. (A.4) is consistent with Eq. (3.7) under the condition:
∂τ
∂wu
= − ∂τ
∂wv
[
∂wu
∂w
]−1
. (A.9)
This relation is indeed verified after using Eq. (3.6) into Eq. (3.7) and imposing gwuwuDLC = 0,
on the one hand:
∂τ
∂wv
=
−U˜2 + (U2 + Υ2)
2Υ
, (A.10)
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and combining Eqs. (A.4) and (A.7) and imposing gwuwuDLC = 0, on the other hand:
∂wu
∂w
=
U˜2 − (U2 + Υ2)
Υ˜2
. (A.11)
These three relations, with Eq. (3.6) to express ∂aτ , can be used in combination with Eq.
(4.14) to verify that:
∆τ =
∂τ
∂wu
∆wu +
∂τ
∂wv
∆wv +
∂τ
∂θa
∆θa . (A.12)
We also show in App. B that the Eq. (3.7) can be solved at first order in perturbations
around an FLRW geometry. This section hence proved the consistency between the derivation
based on coordinates transformation (from GLC to DLC) and the one based on the metric
(presented in Sec. 3.1). We are now going to solve Eq. (A.4) to prove that wu is well defined.
A.2 Solution of gwuwuDLC = 0
Let us derive the expression of wu in terms of GLC coordinates and metric functions (τ, w, θ
a).
The equation to be satisfied is given by gwuwuDLC = 0 from Eq. (A.4) that we simply write as:
∂τwu +
2
Υ
∂wwu = −2Ua(Υ−1)∂awu + γab(∂awu)(∂bwu)(∂τwu)−1 , (A.13)
where ∂a denotes a derivative with respect to θ
a. This equation is a priori a non-linear partial
differential equation, but an expansion of wu in perturbations around an homogeneous FLRW
spacetime allows to solve it as a linear partial differential equation. Indeed, writing:
wu(τ, w, θ
a) =
∞∑
n=0
w(n)u (τ, w, θ
a) , (A.14)
we have the zeroth order w
(0)
u (τ, w, θ
a) = w
(0)
u (τ, w) independently from angles (homogeneous
solution). The direct consequence of that is:
Ua(0) = 0 , ∂aw
(0)
u = 0 , (A.15)
and the RHS of Eq. (A.13) is expressed in terms of lower orders of wu than in the LHS. In
other words, Eq. (A.13) can be written at O(n ≥ 1) as:
∂τw
(n)
u +
2
a(τ)
∂ww
(n)
u = Y
(n) + Z(n) (A.16)
where Y (n) is a contribution accounting for the difference between 2Υ∂wwu and
2
a∂wwu on the
LHS and Z(n) is from the RHS of Eq. (A.13):
Y (n) = −2
n∑
k=1
(Υ−1)(k)(∂wwu)(n−k) ∀ n ≥ 1 , (A.17)
Z(n) = −2
∑
N+M+K=n
[
Ua(N)(Υ−1)(M)(∂awu)(K)
]
+
∑
N+M+K+L=n
[
γab(N)(∂awu)
(M)(∂bwu)
(K)((∂τwu)
−1)(L)
]
∀ n ≥ 2 . (A.18)
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More precisely, we can derive a solution of Eq. (A.16) order by order. At O(0) (using
Eq. (A.15)):
∂τw
(0)
u +
2
a(τ)
∂ww
(0)
u = 0 . (A.19)
This is a linear partial differential equation that can be solved through the method of
characteristics. We get that w
(0)
u is constant along the characteristic curve:
C (0) : wo = −w + 2η(τ) where η(τ) ≡
∫ τ
0
dτ ′
a(τ ′)
, (A.20)
and its value is given in terms of a general function w˜
(0)
u :
w(0)u = w˜
(0)
u (wo) ⇔ w(0)u (τ, w) = w˜(0)u (−w + 2η(τ)) . (A.21)
The same reasoning can be applied at O(1), O(2) and so one, with for example at first and
second orders:
Y (1) =
2Υ(1)
a2
∂ww
(0)
u , (A.22)
Z(1) = 0 , (A.23)
Y (2) = 2
(
Υ(2)
a2
− (Υ
(1))2
a3
)
∂ww
(0)
u + 2
Υ(1)
a2
∂ww
(1)
u , (A.24)
Z(2) = −2
a
Ua(1)∂aw
(1)
u +
a
2
γab(0)∂aw
(1)
u ∂bw
(1)
u , (A.25)
where ∂ww
(0)
u , and ∂ww
(1)
u or ∂aw
(1)
u , are respectively given from the resolution of zeroth and
first order equations.
At O(n), the solution of Eq. (A.16) is found as follows. First we notice from the LHS
that the characteristic curve is the same as the zeroth order, C (1) = C (0). We can thus
integrate along this curve and find that:
w(n)u (τ, w, θ
a) =
∫ τ
0
dτ ′
[
Y (n) + Z(n)
]
(τ ′,−wo + 2η(τ ′), θa) + w˜(n)u (wo) , (A.26)
where wo needs to be replaced by −w + 2η(τ) and w˜(n)u is an arbitrary function. Summing all
orders and defining the functions of (τ, w, θa):
Y =
∞∑
n=1
Y (n) , Z =
∞∑
n=1
Z(n) , w˜u =
∞∑
n=1
w˜(n)u , (A.27)
we get the general solution:
wu(τ, w, θ
a) =
∫ τ
0
dτ ′ [Y + Z] (τ ′, w − 2η(τ) + 2η(τ ′), θa) + w˜u(−w + 2η(τ)) , (A.28)
of the equation equivalent to Eq. (A.13):
∂τwu +
2
a(τ)
∂wwu = Y + Z . (A.29)
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We now need to fix the boundary condition of wu in order to set w˜u. In GLC we can
impose the gauge condition w|Lo = η(τ) (see e.g. Refs. [21, 37]), leading to wo|Lo = η(τ).
Imposing this condition and requiring that:
wu|Lo = η(τ) (A.30)
we get from Eq. (A.28) that:
w˜u(x) = x−
∫ η−1(x)
0
dτ ′ [Y + Z] (τ ′,−x+ 2η(τ ′), θa) . (A.31)
where we used x ≡ η(τ) for clarity. We now have an explicit form for w˜u and the final
expression of wu is given by:
wu(τ, w, θ
a) = −w + 2η(τ) +
∫ τ
τo
dτ ′ [Y + Z] (τ ′, w − 2η(τ) + 2η(τ ′), θa) , (A.32)
where we have defined τo ≡ η−1(−w+2η(τ)). We can check that τ |Lo = τo, so this lower bound
corresponds to the proper time of the observer on his/her own worldline. Hence the property
wu|Lo = η(τ) is easily checked and this is also equal to η(τo). In another gauge we would
have a different form for w˜u and thus wu. For example the temporal gauge condition imposes
w|Lo = τ and we could also choose wu|Lo = τ . Nevertheless in that case the expression of
w˜u(x), with now x ≡ τ + η(τ), involves the expression of τ(x) which is not easy to obtain.
Hence it is better not to use the temporal gauge in that case.
Another form of Eq. (A.32) solution could be obtained by integrating over w rather than
τ . Skipping the details but noticing that the characteristic curve C (0) is unchanged, we find:
wu(τ, w, θ
a) = −w + 2η(τ) + 1
2
∫ w
wo
dw′ a(τ(wo, w′)) [Y + Z] (τ(wo, w′), w′, θa) , (A.33)
where wo ≡ −w+2η(τ) = η(τo) and this is consistent with the boundary conditions w|Lo = η(τ)
and τ |Lo = τo expressed above. We can check directly that wu|Lo = η(τ). We also defined
the function τ(wo, w
′) ≡ η−1(wo+w′2 ) for notation convenience. Let us trivially notice that
the solutions of Eq. (A.32) or (A.33) indeed work when plugged back into Eq. (A.29) (and
this property is independent from the imposed boundary conditions on Lo). We have thus
proved in this appendix that wu can be expressed in terms of GLC coordinates, at least at a
perturbative level around FLRW. This, in addition to other relations presented in the paper
(e.g. in Sec. 3.1), shows that DLC and GLC coordinates are perfectly consistent with each
other. This is a non-trivial result in which we replaced the time coordinate τ by the null
coordinate wu while keeping the three others identical (wv ≡ w, θa ≡ θa).
B DLC coordinates and the Newtonian gauge
We show in this section some relations for the DLC coordinates and metric functions near a
perturbed FLRW geometry in the Newtonian gauge. This gauge is defined with the following
line element:
ds2NG = a
2(η)
[−(1 + 2Φ)dη2 + (1− 2Ψ)(dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin2 θ dφ2)] (B.1)
involving the so-called conformal time η and radius r (in addition to the homogeneous angles
θ¯a = (θ, φ)). The metric functions Φ and Ψ are the so-called Bardeen potentials that we
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will later assume equal (and denote by ψ(η, r, θ¯a)) at first order in perturbations (with no
anisotropic stress, otherwise see Ref. [20]), and we neglect vectors or tensor modes (cf. e.g.
[19, 21]). We can establish the transformation of coordinates between yµ = (wu, wv, θ
a)
and xµ = (η, r, θ
a
), using Eq. (A.1) with now gαβNG replacing g
αβ
GLC. With the first order
decomposition:
wu = η − r + w(1)u , wv = η + r + w(1)v , θa = θa + θa(1) , (B.2)
we find the DLC metric functions at zeroth order to be:
Υ˜(0) = a , U˜a(0) = 0 , γab(0) = a−2diag(r−2, r−2(sin θ)−2) . (B.3)
At first order the coordinates transformations and DLC functions are:
∂η+w
(1)
u = ∂η−w
(1)
v =
Φ+Ψ
2 , ∂η−θ
a(1) = 0 , (B.4)
Υ˜(1) = 2a
[
Φ−Ψ− ∂η−w(1)u − ∂η+w(1)v
]
, U˜a(1) = 12
(
2∂η+θ
a(1) − γab(0)∂bw(1)u
)
,(B.5)
γab(1) = 2a−2
[
Ψγab(0) + γac(0)∂cθ
b(1)
]
, (B.6)
where we have introduced the null-cone-like (but not exactly null) coordinates:
η± = η ± r , ∂η = ∂η+ + ∂η− , ∂r = ∂η+ − ∂η− . (B.7)
We can now study the condition gwuwuDLC = 0 and see if the transformations above respect
it. To achieve this, one can study either Eq. (3.7) or (A.4) perturbatively. The second relation
was already studied in Sec. A.2, so we consider the first approach here. Based on Eq. (3.7),
we define the perturbative quantities in GLC and DLC coordinates:
Υ = a+ Υ(1) , Ua = Ua(1) , (B.8)
Υ(1) = a(η)(∂rP − ∂η+Q) , Ua(1) = ∂ηθa(1) − 1aγab(0)∂bτ (1) , (B.9)
τ = τ (0) + τ (1) ≡ ∫ ηηin dη′a(η′) + a(η)P (η, r, θ¯a) , w = η+ +Q , (B.10)
where these results were proved in Refs. [18, 21, 37] and we define the integrals:
P (η, r, θ¯a) =
∫ η
ηin
dη′
a(η′)
a(η)
Φ(η′, r, θ¯a) , Q(η+, η−, θ¯a) =
∫ η−
ηo
dx
(
Φ + Ψ
2
)
(η+, x, θ¯
a) . (B.11)
We find that Eq. (3.7) is trivial at zeroth order (using that ∂wvτ = a/2), as expected, and
find the conditions for first and second order:
∂wvτ
(1) = Υ
(1)
2 , (B.12)
∂wvτ
(2) = Υ
(2)
2 − Ua(1) ∂τ
(1)
∂θ¯a
− a(η)2 γab(0) ∂τ
(1)
∂θ¯a
∂τ (1)
∂θ¯b
, (B.13)
in which we already made simplifications according to the order in perturbations.
Let us prove that the first order relation is verified. Indeed, we can write:
∂τ
∂wv
=
∂τ
∂η+
∂η+
∂wv
+
∂τ
∂η−
∂η−
∂wv
+
∂τ
∂θ¯a
∂θ¯a
∂wv
, (B.14)
=
(
a
2
+
∂τ (1)
∂η+
)(
1 +
∂η
(1)
+
∂wv
)
+
a
2
∂η
(1)
−
∂wv
+O(ψ3) , (B.15)
=
a
2
(
1 + ∂rP + 2
∂η(1)
∂wv
)
, (B.16)
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where we used that ∂τ (1)/∂η+ = a(η)∂rP/2 and η
(1)
+ + η
(1)
− = η(1). Considering now that
w = η+ + w
(1) = wv, we get that:
∂η
(1)
+
∂wv
= −∂w
(1)
∂η+
+O(ψ2) = −∂+Q+O(ψ2) , (B.17)
as w(1) = Q from Eq. (B.10). This proves that:
∂τ (1)
∂wv
=
a
2
(
∂rP − ∂η+Q
) ≡ Υ(1)
2
, (B.18)
and thus Eq. (3.7) appears to be consistent with GLC also at first order in (scalar) perturba-
tions around FLRW.
C Christoffel symbols in DLC coordinates
In this section we present the Christoffel symbols necessary to derive Einstein equations within
DLC coordinates (a goal that we do not intend to fulfill here). We use the metric and its
inverse presented in Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10), plus the definition of the Christoffel symbols:
Γµνρ =
gµλDLC
2
(
gDLCλν,ρ + g
DLC
λρ,ν − gDLCνρ,λ
)
. (C.1)
This gives us the following components:
Γuuu =
2Υ˜,u
Υ˜
, Γvvv =
2Υ˜,v
Υ˜
+
(U˜2),u
Υ˜2
, Γuuv = − (U˜
a),uU˜a
Υ˜2
− U˜aΥ˜,a
Υ˜
,
Γvuu = 0 , Γ
u
vv = − (U˜
a),vU˜a
Υ˜2
+
U˜a(U˜2),a
Υ˜2
, Γvuv = 0 ,
Γuua =
Υ˜,a
Υ˜
+
(U˜a),u
Υ˜2
− U˜b(γab),u
Υ˜2
, Γauu = 0 , Γ
v
va =
Υ˜,a
Υ˜
− (U˜a),u
Υ˜2
,
Γavv =
Υ˜,v
Υ˜
U˜a +
(U˜2),u
Υ˜2
U˜a − γab(U˜b),v − 12γab(U˜2),b ,
Γuva = − (U˜
2),a
Υ˜2
− U˜b
Υ˜2
(
(U˜a),b − (U˜b),a + (γab),v
)
, Γvua = 0 ,
Γauv =
γab
2
(
Υ˜Υ˜,b − (U˜b),u
)
,
Γuab =
1
Υ˜2
(
(U˜a),b + (U˜b),a + (γab),v
)
− U˜c
Υ˜2
(γca,b + γcb,a − γab,c) ,
Γvab =
(γab),u
Υ˜2
, Γaub =
1
2γ
ac(γcb),u ,
Γavb =
U˜a
Υ˜2
(
Υ˜Υ˜,b − (U˜b),u
)
+ 12γ
ac
(
(U˜b),c − (U˜c),b + (γcb),v
)
,
Γabc =
γad
2 (γdb,c + γdc,b − γbc,d) , (C.2)
where, just for notational convenience, we replaced (wu, wv) by (u, v) and used the coma
notation for partial derivative. We recall also that U˜2 ≡ U˜aU˜a. The four components Γµuu,
standing for Γµwuwu , confirm our result of Eq. (3.16).
Using now the expression of the Ricci tensor:
Rαβ = Γ
ρ
αβ,ρ − Γραρ,β + ΓρλρΓλβα − ΓρλβΓλρα , (C.3)
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we find that the component Rwuwu is given by:
Rwuwu =
(
Υ˜,wu
Υ˜
− 1
2
)
γac(γac),wu −
1
4
γbcγad(γac),wu(γdb),wu . (C.4)
The null energy condition of Eq. (3.20) then gives a relation between the metric functions:
2
(
2Υ˜,wu
Υ˜
− 1
)
γac(γac),wu ≥ γbcγad(γac),wu(γdb),wu . (C.5)
D Transformation of coordinates for static black holes
We present here a general proof of the correspondence between the DLC gauge and the static
black hole metric. This also gives a rather simple proof of the redshift expression 1 + zs =
No
Ns
for any static black hole. Let us recall that the DLC metric is given by Eq. (3.11) while the
static black hole metric is given by Eq. (5.3) in terms of ingoing and outgoing null coordinates
(u, v). We can still assume, without loss of generality, that wu = u, wv = v, θ
a = θ¯a, U˜a = 0
and γab = r
2(u, v)δab like presented in Eq. (5.5). The comparison between the two metrics is
thus reduced to their “radial” part (as opposed to “angular”):
ds2DLC = −Υ˜2dwudwv to compare with ds2stat. = −N2dt2 +
dr2
N2
= −N2dudv . (D.1)
This clearly identifies Υ˜ = N for static black holes, but does not give the expressions of Υ.
For this reason we introduce the following change of coordinates:
dτ =
Υ˜2
2Υ
dwu +
Υ
2
dwv , dr = Adwu +Bdwv , (D.2)
where the first relation comes from Eq. (3.8) with ∂τ/∂θa = 0 (due to spherical symmetry),
between GLC and DLC coordinates, and the second relates the static black hole radial distance
r to the DLC coordinates. We further impose that the proper time of GLC coordinates is
directly related to the cosmic time t of the static black hole metric by dτ = Cdt. Inverting
the system of Eq. (D.2) and plugging the expressions in Eq. (D.1), we find that:
A = −Υ˜
2N
2Υ
, B =
ΥN
2
, C = N . (D.3)
Hence we already found, as expected from Sec. 5.2, that the proper time of the observer τ is
related to the time t, leading to the redshift expression:
dτ = Ndt ⇒ 1 + zs = No
Ns
. (D.4)
We also established the transformation between (t, r) and (wu, wv):
dt =
Υ˜2
2ΥN
dwu +
Υ
2N
dwv , dr = −Υ˜
2N
2Υ
dwu +
ΥN
2
dwv , (D.5)
that we can now combine with the general transformation of Eq. (5.2) (assuming again
wu = u, wv = v). This gives:
r,u = −N
3
2Υ
= −Υ˜
2N
2Υ
, r,v =
ΥN
2
=
ΥN3
2Υ˜2
⇒ r,ur,v = −N
4
4
. (D.6)
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This already confirms that Υ˜ = N and we can impose that r,u = −r,v to establish that:
r,v =
N2
2
= −r,u , Υ = Υ˜ = N , (D.7)
for static black holes, confirming results of Secs. 5.1 and 5.2 and giving the useful relations:
dwu = dt− dr
N2
, dwv = dt+
dr
N2
. (D.8)
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